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25 years of successful ITS cooperation in the VIKING area
The VIKING community of the national
road authorities in the Nordic countries
and Northern German States started out
in 1995. Since then, the community has
been extremely successful in the deployment of harmonised ITS on their Trans
European Road Network and the linking
national road networks. The organisation
of VIKING has been operational from the
start and this has been a great advantage
in order to be ready to answer new calls
from the European Commission. The VIKING cooperation has initiated the EU
projects VIKING, NEXT-ITS and NordicWay.
In connection with the NEXT-ITS Project Management Board (PMB) meeting
12-13th December in Berlin, a half day
was devoted to the appreciation of this
well-established network and unique cooperation. Previous members of the PMB
from all countries were invited with a
good turnout. The meeting started with
a review of the VIKING cooperation in the
course of time followed by a photo show
where many of the events during the 25 years were captured.
The VIKING cooperation has coordinated hundreds of ITS deployments in the region. The second part of the meeting
focused on the major achievements in VIKING like national deployments in traffic management centres, motorway
and tunnel control systems, and how VIKING has played an important role and contributed to European ITS harmonisation. For instance, VIKING provided the first ever Monitoring Guidelines in 2001 and ICT Infrastructure Guidelines
in 2009 and these were the first harmonisation steps in those areas in Europe! VIKING partners were also active and
took on a leading role in the development of the first set of European ITS Deployment Guidelines in 2010. Evaluation
results show that the investment costs for ITS, combined with annual operating and maintenance costs, are typically
more than covered by the socio-economic benefits of the deployments in two to six years.
The meeting ended with a look into possible topics for cooperation in the future. The VIKING community has a
well-established network and an operational organisation which is ready to take on new challenges in the future.
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Highlights from Workshop Future Challenges for Traffic Management Centres

On 12 and 13 November, 40 experts from 14 EU countries and
Switzerland met at BASt in Bergisch Gladbach (Germany) to
discuss the future challenges of Traffic Management Centres
(TMCs). The Programme consisted of 15 presentations and
sufficient time for discussion among the experts. A visit of the
TMC in Leverkusen concluded this very successful workshop.
Traffic volume continues to increase, new technologies,
such as autonomous vehicles, V2X or Vehicle2X and further innovations in transport, continue to develop and
the interfaces between the urban and interurban areas
become more important. Traffic Management Centres
have to deal with these challenges by implementing innovative solutions and a closer cooperation with neighbouring traffic centres, other modes, as well as between
the urban and interurban area. The aim of this workshop
was to present the challenges of traffic management centres, existing and planned innovative systems and software
as well as possible cooperation between traffic centres.
A number of presentations showed the implementation and potential of new technologies for TMCs like
Floating Vehicle Data (FVD) for Traffic Management for re-routing and dynamic lane management, Smart Cameras, which have shown an annual savings potential of 2700 staff hours for the Netherlands. In Belgium and the
Netherlands information from road users is collected for Incident Management purposes. Through Waze, information about broken-down vehicles, accidents and dangerous situations becomes available to the TMCs. This is
an additional channel of information, supplementing other systems like AID, detection loops, cameras and FVD.
During the workshop a number of challenges was addressed, both in presentations and during the discussions.
Technological developments go too fast compared to time needed for tendering and installation of ITS. New ways
have to be found on how to deal with these fast-changing technologies. TMCs also have to think about how to
deal with the ever-increasing amount of data that is becoming available to them. What data is needed, and how
can it be used? Which data must be stored, and how should it be stored? The new ITS systems and the associated
data coming with it, will require different processes and different qualifications of the staff working at the TMCs.
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Upcoming events

The workshop planned for 1-2 April 2020 has now been cancelled for the time being, but a new
date shall be announced later.
Note: Due to an outbreak of COVID-19 (Corona virus), various physical meetings have now been
carried out online including the A Group meetings.
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